| INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of functional connectivity from resting-state fMRI data is broadly based on two families of analytical methods. Seed-based correlation analysis estimates the relationship between a predefined region (the "seed") and all other voxels around the brain (Biswal, Yetkin, Haughton, & Hyde, 1995; Fox & Raichle, 2007; Fox et al., 2005) . A commonly employed alternative is independent component analysis (ICA; Beckmann, DeLuca, Devlin, & Smith, 2005; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Esposito et al., 2008; Hyvärinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2001 ), a data-driven approach to decompose whole-brain BOLD signal into a number of contributing volumetric spatial maps and their associated time-courses, such that the spatial independence of the components is maximized. ICA has proven to be an effective and robust tool for the isolation of low-frequency resting-state patterns from data acquired at various spatial and temporal resolutions (De Luca, Beckmann, De Stefano, Matthews, & Smith, 2006) . The ICA-generated volumetric maps are generally reported as z-scores in order to show the contribution of each component's time-course to the BOLD signal in each voxel. These maps are then commonly analyzed in a voxel-wise manner in order to show between or within-group connectivity differences (Greicius, Srivastava, Reiss, & Menon, 2004) . The number of components is generally user-defined and many of the resulting components may be due to non-neuronal activity (such as cardiovascular signal, eye movements, muscle activity in the vicinity of the head and head movement). Classically 10 functional networks can be reliably identified from ICA (Beckmann et al., 2005; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2006; Fox & Raichle, 2007) by decomposing the signal and to separate neuronal from non-neuronal components. Apart from voxel-wise statistics, graph theory could be applied to the functional networks which provides tools for analysis of network topography and connectivity (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010) . Functional and structural connectome analysis has become increasingly common in neuroscience.
In these methods, the brain is defined abstractly as a network of nodes with edges connecting them. Nodes are often anatomically defined regions, whereas edges typically carry weights describing the correlation, similarity, or degree of connectivity between nodes. Adjacency graphs, in which the edge's existence is binary and carry no representative weight, are also common, as data-driven approaches for brain parcellation (Bullmore & Bassett, 2011) . Usually, a weighted graph W is created by calculating a connectivity measure between every pair of regions; subsequently, the meaningful properties of the graph are carried out by network analysis methods, such as summary statistics (e.g., degree, small-worldness) and permutation testing . To our knowledge, no graph theory approach has been developed to evaluate the organization properties within brain The method we present here incorporates pieces of both families of methods and it is a generalization to the entire brain of a previously introduced approach restricted to the default mode network (DMN) to study functional connectivity changes in patients with disorders of consciousness (Soddu et al., 2012) . Following, this approach has been also applied in patients suffering from tinnitus focusing on the auditory network (Maudoux et al., 2012a (Maudoux et al., , 2012b . We do believe that our method, for the very first time, permits a comparison of IC spatial maps using the advantage of graph theory.
| METHODS
In short, we used ICA and machine learning classification to isolate a set of neuronal components (Demertzi et al., 2014) , and then construct weighted graphs for each of these components. As in other functional and structural connectivity mapping methods, we defined our regions based on structural parcellation Gerhard et al., 2011) . As the parcellation concerned cortical areas only, the cerebellum was not here considered as a network of interest, networks with regard to the average degree and the number of edges, while the visual lateral network showed a significant difference in the small-worldness.
Conclusions:This novel approach permits us to take advantage of the well-recognized power of ICA in BOLD signal decomposition and, at the same time, to make use of well-established graph measures to evaluate connectivity differences. Moreover, by providing a graph for each separate network, it can offer the possibility to extract graph measures in a specific way for each network. This increased specificity could be relevant for studying pathological brain activity or altered states of consciousness as induced by anesthesia or sleep, where specific networks are known to be altered in different strength.
K E Y W O R D S
BOLD fMRI, graph theory, independent component analysis, resting state reducing the number of ICA maps analyzed to nine. The edge weighting in the graphs was fairly unique to this method, and depended on a node-based calculation of the contribution of the specific component to the average BOLD signal in that region. We then calculated the weight (dependent on the magnitude and type of contribution) between each pair of nodes that reflects the similarity between them through a common similarity with the time course of the component of interest. This approach provided weighted within-component graphs that are related to distinct and known cognitive functions and could be quantified by using graph theory. In principle, this technique can be applied to any independent component map.
| Subjects
Fifteen (mean age = 43 ± 15, 7 women) healthy subjects, free of psychiatric or neurological history, were studied. The Ethics Committee of the Medical School at the University of Liège approved the study.
Informed consent to participate in the study was obtained from every subject. Institute space, and spatial smoothing of the fMRI data with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half-maximum. Further correction for small, large, and rapid motions, noise spikes, and spontaneous deep breaths was applied using ArtRepair (RRID:SCR-005990; cibsr.
| Dataacquisitionandpreprocessing
stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html).
| Independentcomponentanalysisand componentclassification
Single-subject independent component analysis was performed using the Infomax algorithm within the Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (RRID:
SCR-001953; http://mialab.mrn.org/software/gift/) with a predefined number of components equal to thirty. The component spatial images were calibrated to the raw data so that the intensity values were in units of percent signal change from the mean. Components were subsequently assigned to the putative intrinsic connectivity networks using a multiple-template matching procedure. This method extends the single-template goodness-of-fit approach by assigning the independent component that maximizes the goodness-of-fit to a binary predefined template while considering all of the RSNs simultaneously. This procedure has been described previously (Demertzi et al., 2014) .
For the discrimination between "neuronal" and "non-neuronal" independent components, a binary classification approach using support vector machine (SVM) was performed. The training of the SVM classifier was performed on the fingerprints of the independent components obtained from ICA decomposition with 30 components in 19 independently studied healthy subjects (Demertzi et al., 2014) .
The classifier with highest overall classification rate was selected and subsequently used to label neuronal independent components.
Independent components that failed to pass the "neuronality" test were excluded. See Figure 1a for a pictorial description of the abovedescribed procedure.
| Regionalparcellation
Segmentation of each subject's T1-weighted image was performed to separate different ICA-derived networks into non-overlapping spatial components Daducci et al., 2012; Gerhard et al., 2011; Gorgolewski et al., 2011) . To facilitate the creation of the functional networks, this type of parcellation was performed for both the original and spatially normalized T1 images for each subject. See Figure 1b for an illustrative description of the final parcellation.
| Functionalnetworkconstruction
In the following, the letters N, P and R will refer to the number of ICA neuronal components (N), the number of BOLD signal time points (P) and the number of parcellated regions (R), respectively.
Let X a N × P matrix storing at the ith row the timecourse of the ith independent component and Y a R × P matrix containing at the ith row the timecourse of the BOLD signal averaged over the voxel belonging to the ith region. The process of identifying regional time-courses across a set of anatomically defined voxels is shown in Figure 1c . We solve the simple equation:
for the N × R matrix β, using the least squares solution (Worsley & Friston, 1995) . This means minimizing the value of: 
| Thresholdingnetworkedges
We estimated the degrees-of-freedom by considering the number of functional image volumes and the number of independent components in our network construction procedure. This led to the equation:
Given the degrees of freedom and the desired significance level (p < .001), we calculated the t-value with which to threshold our graphs. We chose to threshold our networks to remove all t-values that were not in the 99th percentile. This led to the calculation: Following the weighting scheme described in Equation 5, the nodes can have edge weights ranging from zero to the sum of their t-values. For this reason, we chose to discard edges above 2 × t threshold with 2 × t threshold being the maximum value for W a,b given the assumed t threshold . Group level networks, as presented in Figures 2-6, were created by thresholding each subject weighted matrix W a,b and by subsequently keeping the edges which were present in at least 25% of the subjects.
| Classicalnetworkconnectivitymatrix
With the aim of the creation of a whole-brain connectivity matrix, we reconstructed the functional MRI signal at each voxel by a linear combination of the components deemed "neuronal" by the classifier with weights coming from the corresponding scalar maps of each component. The resulting signal, cleaned off "non-neuronal" noise, was then averaged over all the voxels belonging to the same parcellated region to obtain time courses for each of the 1,015 regions. The W matrix, representing the classical network, was then calculated.
| Networkanalysisandstatistics
Nodes for each network of interest were previously extracted as the non-isolated nodes of the corresponding group level networks previously introduced and presented in Figures 2-6 . We have considered several network summary statistics for the graphs. We computed the number of edges (E), average degree (k), average number of triangles and small-worldness (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010) as shown in Table 1 . where C and C rand are the clustering coefficients and L and L rand are the characteristic path lengths of the network of interest and the corresponding random network (Humphries & Gurney, 2008) . Smallworldness is an extremely important property of networks. These networks are "highly clustered, like regular lattices, yet have small characteristic path lengths, like random graphs" making them very efficient in information transfer (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) .
L∕L rand F I G U R E 2 Sagittal and axial representation of the network and cortical extent of the relative IC for the DMN. The degree of each one of the 1,015 regions is represented by the node's size and orange to yellow gradient. On the right, cortical parcellation for DMN extracted by group-ICA superimposed to a structural T1 image
The properties were calculated at subject-level producing a distribution of graphical values for the network of interest. This method was used to compare the graph properties (Table 1) among the different networks as shown in Figure 7 . An ANOVA test was performed to compare all the nine weighted functional networks with the weighted classical network. The calculation for both networks was restricted only to the nodes belonging to the network of interest due to the number of nodes of a network have an strong effect in resulting topology (Zalesky, Fornito, Harding, et al., 2010) . Column 3 in Table 1 shows the number of non-isolated nodes for each network. 
| RESULTS

| Componentclassification
The template-matching and fingerprint selection criteria identified the predefined neuronal components within the group of healthy controls. The percentage of subjects in which they were found is presented in the second column in Table 1 . The Sensorimotor was the highest recognized network, with the score of detection equal to 87% of the subjects. The executive control left and visual occipital networks were the lowest recognized networks, being present in 33% of the subjects. ICA was used to separate the signal into non-overlapping spatial and time components. This data-driven method was able to extract the DMN as well as many other networks with very high consistency, that can be verified by comparing Figures 2-6 with the z-maps produced using the classical approach.
F I G U R E 3
Graphical representation of the network and cortical extent of the relative ICs for the left and right executive control networks. The degree of each one of the 1,015 regions is represented by the node's size and color gradient. On the right column, cortical location for each network was extracted by group-ICA superimposed to a structural T1 image
| Networkproperties
The network properties were calculated for the nine independent component networks of interest for all the 15 subjects. The results are shown in Table 1 . Table S1 for graph properties and Figure S1 for a similar ANOVA analysis performed this time over all the 1,015 nodes).
The sagittal and axial graphical representations of the networks, as created from the respective group level matrix W, are shown in Figure 8 (all nine overlapping networks and the classical network).
They were also presented separately, DMN in Figure 2 , executive control left and executive control right in Figure 3 , auditory and salience in Figure 4 , sensorimotor and visual lateral in Figure 5 and visual medial and visual occipital in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 8 , the nodes with the highest degree of the classical network are also the nodes with the highest average degree shared by the nine different networks. From
Figures 2-6 it is also possible to recognize that the clusters of nodes with higher degree tend to be spatially distributed as the high z-value in the corresponding independent component z-map for the spatial patterns of the nine independent components (Damoiseaux et al., 2006) .
| DISCUSSION
We presented a novel method for applying graph theory metrics to resting state fMRI brain networks derived from data-driven ICA. With F I G U R E 4 Graphical representation of the network and cortical extent of the relative ICs for auditory and salience networks. The degree of each one of the 1,015 regions is represented by the node's size and color gradient. On the right column, cortical location for each network was extracted by group-ICA superimposed to a structural T1 image this within-component approach, the between-group topological differences in connective structure of functional networks can be studied with well-established network measures employed in graph theory.
Classical approaches are based on the recognition of RSNs from different ICA processing results, such as multiple template-matching (Demertzi et al., 2014) , high dimensional ICA (Dipasquale et al., 2015) and fully exploratory network ICA (Schöpf et al., 2010) ; once each RSN is estimated, their spatial distributions are usually compared voxel-wise between subjects or groups for the assessment of withinnetwork differences. On the other hand, at the best of our knowledge, there is not yet an effective procedure for the analysis and comparison of graph properties between network components derived from spatial ICA procedures.
A similar approach has been proposed for the analyses of withinnetwork organization. In (Park et al., 2014) , an alternative method for the estimation of each RSN is employed. As our method, it provides information on the connectivity among each component, but each component is not derived with a conventional spatial-ICA approach.
Therefore, our method offers more flexibility, since it deals with commonly derived ICA components, exploiting the well-established advantage of spatial ICA for the rejection of artifactual components.
Comparison between the nine networks and the classical network did not show, for most of the comparisons, significant differences in the studied graph properties, which indicates similarity in their graph structure. The absence of main differences is also indicating the fact that when restricting to network's regions, connectivity due to the time T A B L E 1 Graph theoretical metrics for the nine independent component masked networks F I G U R E 6 Graphical representation of the network and cortical extent of the relative ICs for visual medial and visual occipital networks. The degree of each one of the 1,015 regions is represented by the node's size and color gradient. On the right column, cortical location for each network was extracted by group-ICA superimposed to structural T1 image time course behavior of each separate independent component is contributing to the total neuronal signal in a less dominant fashion, especially in the regions of sensory networks. In particular a higher value for smallworldness indicates that the network, based on the separate time course behavior of visual lateral network, has higher global and local efficiency of parallel information processing, sparse connectivity between nodes and low wiring costs (Bassett & Bullmore, 2006) with respect to the corresponding classical network derived from the full neuronal signal. In fact, for example, given the selection of nodes that form a network (a priori knowledge) for a component of interest, an IC could be selected as the component with the highest average number of edges in the selected constellation of nodes. Therefore, this approach could be quite appealing to patients suffering severe brain injury, considering that the networks might be highly affected. For these patients, structural information could be used to indicate the partial selection of nodes which we would like to focus on, and simply select the component based on the highest average number of edges for the newly selected constellation of nodes.
| CONCLUSIONS
We presented an approach for the analysis of resting state networks carried out by dissecting the connectivity patterns of task-free fMRI data by using ICA. Our results suggest that, by evaluating independent component networks using graph theory instead of using volumetric data, one could take full advantage of graphical methods, which permit the comparison of local properties in the context of the full brain.
Moreover, our approach is the basis for further refinements such as a component clustering based on network topology. Similarly, the initial investigation into the anti-correlation networks for the 15 subjects studied here showed wide variability in structural topology, and it needs to be further investigated. In future, one could selectively connect edges based on the sign of two nodes t-values and explore the differences between graphs created with differing parity.
F I G U R E 8 Sagittal and axial representation of all nine networks (default mode network, executive control left, executive control right, visual lateral, visual medial, visual occipital, auditory, sensorimotor and salience) overlapped and classical network, with threshold 0.45. The average degree of each node is represented by the node's size and color gradient
